
Insist on genuine Tandy computer accessories.
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Joystick for Apple® and IBM
High-speed, auto -firing joystick has free-floating
and auto -centering modes. With 15- and 9 -pin con-
nectors. IBM XT and Apple IIe/c compatible.
270-1707 24.99

0 Cordless
mouse
Work faster and
smarter with our ad-
vanced desktop point-
ing device. No cord to
get tangled or interfere
with your work. Easy to
set up and comfortable
to use-with pinpoint
accuracy. The mouse is
kept handy but out of
the way in the charger/
receiver pouch when
not in use. An overnight
charge of the recharge-
able batteries lasts a
whole working day.

Charger/receiver attaches to serial port. With man-
uals and disks with software mouse drivers.
25-2006 49.99

Combination
mouse
Supports PS/2 -style and
DB-9 serial ports. Two -
button operation, accu-
rate cursor movement.
Perfect for Windows.
25-2001 39.99

Competition joystick for IBM PCs
and compatible computers
Avenger 700 gives you the competitive
edge you need-the pistol grip feels like it
was custom designed just for you! Highly
accurate 8 -direction control has fine-tuning
X and Y trim adjustments to keep you right
on target. Also features ultra -sensitive fire
buttons, high-speed auto fire, turbo, auto -
centering. Four suction -cup stabilizers keep
the Avenger 700 firmly in place when the
action gets hot. High -impact molded con-
struction won't let you down under pres-
sure. 41/2 -foot cord. 26-377 19.99

tifil Our best joystick
Advanced flight control console. Features right- or
left-hand throttle control, on -board rudder control,
constant "G" 360° tracking, plus dual fire buttons
with feedback. 26-384 49.99
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Clip your mouse's cord
It's the handiest gadget! Clip it onto the edge of your
mouse pad. Fasten your mouse cord to the top of the
clip, leaving just enough slack to be able to move
your mouse anywhere on the pad. The cord stays up
and out of the way-no more tangled or snagged
cords. 26-365 1 99

Handheld
trackball
Enjoy precision control.
For handheld or desk-
top operation. 6 -foot
cord, 9 -pin serial and
PS/2 -style connectors.
25-2003 39.99

Game card for
PC compatibles
Compete with friends on
2 -player games. Dual 15 -
pin ports support 2 joy-
sticks. For IBM PCs run-
ning between 4.77 and
66 MHz. 26-376, 19.99

Serial port
Y -adapter
Now you can compete
with your friends on
two -player games. Lets
you plug two joysticks
into a single game port.
15 -pin connector.
26-380 4.99

Mouse
cleaning kit
Your mouse works better
when it's squeaky clean.
With six foam swabs plus
our specially formulated
cleaning fluid and cloth.
26-347 3 99

A better
mouse pad
Be kind to your mouse.
Hard matte surface pro-
vides better traction.
Wipes clean easily and
doesn't absorb stains.
26-353 9 99

Mouse pad
Keeps the tracking ball
clean. Provides excellent
tracking on a uniformly
smooth surface for im-
proved mouse operation.
26-237 4 99

MC -1 Mouse
startup kit
Has everything you need
to add a mouse to your
system-mouse, mouse
pad, cover, holder, plus
software for installation.
26-346 29.99

TV' Cowboy Joe
mouse cover
Change your mouse into
a furry cowpoke. Helps to
keep your mouse free of
dust. Country's in-don't
let your mouse feel left
out. 26-354 4.99

Handy mouse
holder
Keep your mouse handy
but safely out of the way.
Attach holder to the side
of your monitor, CPU or
desk with peel -and -stick
adhesive. 26-275, 2.49

With 6,500 Radio Shack stores and dealers, we're near you-wherever you are.


